“Everything is funny as long as it is happening to somebody else.”
— Will Rogers
Equity markets have unofficially reached “go-go” status. There are a number of investors
following the “buy anything” playbook, and so far this year it is working.
However, the option market is singing a very different tune. Historically, market-moving events
correspond with sharp changes in the VIX and VIX spikes often correspond with increased
volatility of the VIX itself, commonly referred to as the “vol of vol.” It is interesting to observe
the “vol of vol” because it can provide insights into activity and sentiment that are easily
overlooked when merely looking at equity returns or even the spot VIX price.
The VIX can be thought of as a proxy for implied risk, a fear gauge, or the general price of
portfolio insurance. Traders derive its price by using a strip of short-dated listed S&P 500
option prices. If investors buy enough options, market makers who are selling them will raise
their prices and the VIX will subsequently move higher. Conversely, when investors sell their
long options and have no interest in hedging, market makers tend to lower prices, resulting in a
lower VIX level. Activity in the market varies with every millisecond across a variety of options
making the price of insurance, and the VIX, a moving target.
Anecdotally, if the VIX were over 40, most investors would agree that something significant has
happened and fear is elevated. A VIX in the low teens might be consistent with complacency
and a disinterest in hedging. If we go back through history, we find that most of the high VIX
environments are consistent with high periods of “vol of vol”—until now. Despite a
cosmetically low VIX price, the current volatility of the VIX is suggestive of crisis.
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Figure 1: 5-day realized volatility in the VIX. This is a measure of “vol of vol.”

So why is the VIX experiencing extreme movement with a curiously low VIX spot price
and an absence of significant underlying equity market volatility? There are several
potential explanations:
1) Trading the hedges – Today, investors are able to “trade” volatility in many
different formats. The VIX futures and options, along with the multitude of
other exchange-traded volatility products, are commercially viable and depended
on for hedging. Investors who use these products are capable of initiating and
unwinding positions with minimal friction. Significant liquidity in hedging vehicles
encourages investors to trade more frequently than they might otherwise.
2) Muddled macro picture – While equity markets continue to make new highs,
investors are fraught with concern about the laundry list of macro factors.
There is at least one major consideration from every asset class or continent
that could throw a wrench in what has otherwise been an unscathed bull market
run. This induces traders to scrutinize the tape and use a trigger-finger approach
to determine “risk-on/risk-off.”
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3) Underperformance creates emotion – Based on the popular hedge fund indices,
many professionals are underperforming the broad-based equity markets. This
can lead participants to abandon traditional option hedging strategies in favor of
option trades that managers use to play catch up. These structural shifts can
create movement in the options curve that can lead to volatility in the VIX.
The fact is that option prices are moving violently in the interim regardless of what is shaping
up to be one of better equity performances in recent years. We know from experience that
these wild periods are generally short-lived. Remaining disciplined during volatile markets is
central to our core values.
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Important information regarding the information provided herein.
Not an offer and confidential. This communication is provided for your internal use only. The information contained herein is
proprietary and confidential to Lake Hill Capital Management LLC (“Lake Hill”) and may not be disclosed to third parties or duplicated or
used for any purpose other than the purpose for which it has been provided. Although any of the information provided has been obtained
from sources which Lake Hill believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, and such information may be incomplete or
condensed. The information is subject to change without notice. This communication is for information purposes only and is not intended
as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or of any fund or account Lake Hill manages or offers. Since
we furnish all information as part of a general information service and without regard to your particular circumstances, Lake Hill shall not
be liable for any damages arising out of any inaccuracy in the information.
This document should not be the basis of an investment decision. An Investment decision should be based on your customary
and thorough due diligence procedures, which should include, but not be limited to, a thorough review of all relevant term sheets, offering
documents, strategy descriptions as well as consolation with legal, tax and regulatory experts. Any person subscribing or considering an
investment must be able to bear the risks involved and must meet the suitability requirements of the particular fund (each a “Fund” and,
collectively, “Funds”) or account. Some or all alternative investment programs may not be suitable for certain investors. No assurance can
be given that any Fund or Strategy will meet its investment objectives or avoid losses, including a complete loss. A discussion of some, but
not all, of the risks associated with investing in the Funds or Strategies can be found in the private placement memoranda, subscription
agreement, limited partnership agreement, articles of association or other documents as applicable to the given Fund or Strategy
(collectively the “Offering Documents”), among those risks, which we wish to call to your attention, are the following:
 Future looking statements, Performance Data and Strategy level performance reporting: The information in this
communication is NOT intended to contain or express exposure recommendations, guidelines or limits applicable to a Fund or
Strategy. Investors should understand and consider risks when making an investment decision. This communication is not intended
to aid an investor in evaluating such risks. The terms set forth in the Offering Documents are controlling in all respects should they
conflict with any other term set forth in other marketing materials, and therefore, the Offering Documents must be reviewed carefully
before making an investment and periodically while an investment is maintained. Statements made in this communication include
forward-looking statements. These statements, including those relating to future financial expectations, involve certain risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. Unless otherwise
indicated, Performance Data is presented “net” of Management Fees and other Fund Expenses (i.e. legal, accounting and other
expenses as disclosed in the relevant Fund’s Private Offering Memorandum) and “net” of Performance Fees. Performance Data is
unaudited and subject to revision. Performance Data may be hypothetical, based on simulated or backtested data. Performance
information should not be relied upon as a precise reporting of gross or net performance, but rather merely a general indication of
past performance. Accordingly, the performance is not necessarily indicative of results that the Funds or Strategies may achieve in
the future. If index information is included, it is merely to show the general trend in the markets in the periods indicated and is not
intended to imply that the portfolio was similar to the indices in either composition or element of risk. This communication may
indicate that it contains hypothetical or actual performance of specific strategies employed by Lake Hill, such strategies may comprise
only a portion of any specific Fund’s portfolio, and therefore, the reported strategy level performance may not correspond to the
performance of any Fund for the reported time period.
 Investment Risks: The Funds and Strategies are speculative and involve varying degrees of risk, including substantial degrees of risk
in some cases. The Funds or Strategies may be leveraged and may engage in other speculative investment practices that may
increase the risk of investment loss. Past results of the Funds, Strategies and investment manager are not necessarily indicative of
future performance and performance may be volatile. The use of a single advisor could mean lack of diversification and,
consequently, higher risk. The Funds and Strategies may have varying liquidity provisions and limitations. There is no secondary
market for investors’ interests in any of the Funds or Strategies and none is expected to develop.
 Not Legal, Accounting or Regulatory Advice: This material is not intended to represent the rendering of accounting, tax, legal
or regulatory advice. A change in the facts or circumstances of any transaction could materially affect the accounting, tax, legal or
regulatory treatment for that transaction. The ultimate responsibility for the decision on the appropriate application of accounting,
tax, legal and regulatory treatment rests with the client and his or her accountants, tax and regulatory counsel. Potential Investors
should consult, and must rely on their own professional tax, legal and investment advisors as to matters concerning the Fund or
Strategies. Prospective Investors should inform themselves as to: (1) the legal requirements within their own jurisdictions for the
purchase, holding or disposal of Shares; (2) applicable foreign exchange restrictions; and (3) any income and other taxes which may
apply to their purchase, holding and disposal of Shares or payments in respect of the Shares of the Fund or Strategies.
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